
MODULE 6

HOMEPLAY

Connecting to  
the Sacred Collective



Introduction 
MESSAGES FROM SPIRIT IN SYMBOL  
AND ARCHETYPE

This Module is about learning about being more intentionally connecting to
the Collective through three different ways and gives you a peek into what
we’ll be doing in the Integration phase of the course.

The next few months will be full of interesting, meaningful and fun things 
to do as you go deeper into your personal growth to manifest your desires. 
Here are the topics we’re exploring in this module.

 Connecting through the Akashic Records

 Exploring Intentional Synchronicity

 Creating and using Talismans and Rituals

 Working with Moon Cycles

Welcome to Module Six
CONNECTING TO THE SACRED

COLLECTIVE

Carl Jung called it the Collective Unconscious. In
Sandskrit, it’s reffered to as the ‘Akasha’. In 
Module 6, you’ll take a modern view into ancient 
conversations where our information comes from. 
You’ll explore the cycles of the moon and how to 
allign with the rhytnms of nature to accelerate 
synchronicity and manifestation.

Connecting the Collective Unconscious 
(Jung) and Connected Universe

Akashic Records

Sacred Power of Talismans and Ritual

Intentional Synchronicity

Moon Cycles and Moon Spreads
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This module opens us up to a broader understanding of how our work with
oracles helps us move beyond our individual consciousness and stored
memory and experience.

The more we are able to move outside linear time, and the slower progress of
seeing ourselves in a limited 3D universe with the limitations of memory to
guide us, the more empowered we become!

Bypassing the small mind’s conditioning and tuning into the Collective
knowledge of all of life, that is not limited by time and space we can
transform ourselves, and co-create our world with extraordinary results. 

We’ll explore a couple concepts of this greater Mind and ancient references
to the library of wisdom referred to as the Akashic Records.

Rather than focus too much on theory we will be doing more experiential
home play in the form of specific vision journeys, and card spreads created
for this module.

Certain cycles found in Nature also give us an opportunity to work with the
moon that governs when we are most effective in our manifesting.

Each month you will add a spread for the full moon and for the new moon
to help track your progress and to share with your group as well as in  
the classroom.

Keep in mind this last module is information that we will explore more over
the coming months. So don’t think you have to dive into all of it in one week.
( actually its not possible!)

The focus is less on learning from video and more on experiencing
meditation and creative activities over the Integration phase of this course.
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Topic 1:
CONNECTING TO THE COLLECTIVE 
(Video Two)
We are all limited naturally when we allow ourselves to be determined
by the subconscious and memory. Keep in mind this is how we initially
define ourselves, and our subsequent experience then gives birth to our
individuality. Individuation is really important otherwise you would be just
like everyone else! No experience therefore should be judged as bad.

Every experience has an effect and a consequence.

The human mind (small version) is memory based and has a limit to what
it knows and remembers. The personal self is therefore only capable of so
much. You can’t know what you don’t know already.

However we are also hardwired to be intuitive and powerful co-creators. If
we are disciplined about moving beyond the personal self and practicing
our innate connection to the Observer, which then links us to the vast
intelligence of the Conscious Universe, miracles are ours for the making.

Beyond the personal self lays a vast repository of information stored in the
memory banks (using this as a metaphor only) of the Conscious Universe,
recorded in the living energy field some cultures refer to as the “Akasha”. You
can also say Divine Matrix, Mind of God, The Field, The Realm of Spirit, and
Great Intelligence etc.
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Carl Jung referred to this as the Collective Unconscious. It’s what you tune
into when you dream, as well as when you work with the Invision Process®

in the form of Get on Your Bird for example. You may have no personal
memory, or in some cases you may never have seen the bird you connect
to, and yet somehow you were chosen by an energy that symbolically
represented exactly what you needed intimately at the time.

Where do these thoughts come from if not from you? They rise up out of the
Collective mind, as every thought, every idea, every experience from every
person, animal, even blade of grass exists in this Field of Intelligence since
the beginning of time, and yes even from the potentials of the future for time
is man-made.

Intuition, (our first sense), is activated by the pineal gland, (our first eye), and
through that very important sense we are capable of tuning in like a radio to
the Greater Mind that is everywhere and all the time.

You activate this important relationship when you engage in meditation, and
in actual divination using mediums such as tasseomancy on your dinner
plate, for example. This was introduced in Module 5 so have your symbol
guide (google etc. god bless current technology) handy in case you don’t
understand what you got.
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Topic 2:
THE AKASHIC RECORDS 

(Video Three)
Very briefly the Akashic Records is the organization of the Collective.
Consider it like a vast library of everyone’s personal records including past
lives that pre-date your current life. The record of your life now is available
for you to open so you can learn more about your path and how your
experiences have impacted you, and allows you to see and re-write the
records of your future.

The purpose of engaging the Akashic Records in this course is primarily to
show you another way to tune into the energy of your own life, and someone
else’s (with permission) using a specific meditation exercise.

This is not meant to be an extensive course on the Akashic Records. But, for
those of you interested in diving into this more, my sources of information
about the Akashic Records has been through studying the esoteric teachings
of Alice Bailey, Helena Blavatzky, Edgar Cayce and for those of you who love
to geek out Nobel Prize nominated scientist Ervin Laszlo who has copious
works on the subject from a scientific view.

Suffice to say we are distilling it down to a proven method of tuning into and
paying a visit to this library and discovering something about yourself, and
about someone else just as you did with your oracle cards.

We are also going to introduce the concept of recording a new story in your
future records via another specific meditation.

Most important concept is to allow whatever shows up to come naturally
without forcing anything when you look into your own records or when you
look into someone else.
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Meditations
MEDITATION ONE – 
OPENING YOUR PERSONAL AKASHIC RECORDS

SCRIPT:

Close your eyes sitting in a chair with both feet on the ground shoulder
length apart.

Breathe deeply and relax

Imagine you are at the top of a crystal mountain so high in the sky that you
are surrounded by the velvet black of the night illuminated by a bright 
moon, and there are thousands of stars sparkling like tiny diamonds 
everywhere you look

A gleaming white staircase appears and far at the top is a beautiful 
building – a library that has existed since before the beginning of time.

Imagine you are walking up these steps to this ancient temple – this sacred
library of the Akasha, or living conscious universe.

Everything you see is various shades of white

A beautiful being comes to greet you. This is your Sacred Guide to the 
Hall of Records.

The Sacred Guide beckons you to follow them to a large chamber. The walls
are covered in books and scrolls. There is one book that calls to you.

T
W

O
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Go up to the altar that appears in the center of the room. It will be waiting 
for you there.

Have a look around before you approach the altar. What do you see?

Your Hall of Records Sacred Guide now comes to you and asks you to hear
this prayer and say it with them. Only then will you be allowed to open your
Personal Akashic Records.

“Let the Light lead me forward, let only the highest good spring forth from my desire to 
open my book in the Hall of Records. Let there be peace and beauty and only goodness, 
and protection from all that only serves the small self. Let my action now lead to miracles. 
Thy will be done through me for the highest good. With the Light as my guide and Spirit 
as my partner I now open this book that belongs to “ X” with their permission and trust.”

Step up to the altar and your book will open.

Ask “ What story in this book do I need to read now on behalf of “X” ?”

Let the book do what it wants, notice if there are symbols, numbers, or
glyphs, animals or actual words. Write them down in the order you 
notice them.

Describe your experience, what the Personal Akashic Records that belongs 
to “X” looks like, if you see anything within its pages that feels significant.
Take all the symbols and find their meaning.

Choose one Oracle card from each of your Council to add to what you saw.
Share it with “X” and enjoy the conversation!

T
W

O
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Meditations
MEDITATION TWO – 
OPENING THE AKASHIC RECORDS ON BEHALF OF 

SOMEONE ELSE.

SCRIPT:

Close your eyes sitting in a chair with both feet on the ground shoulder
length apart.

Breathe deeply and relax
 
Imagine you are at the top of a crystal mountain so high in the sky that you
are surrounded by the velvet black of the night illuminated by a bright 
moon, and there are thousands of stars sparkling like tiny diamonds 
everywhere you look

A gleaming white staircase appears and far at the top is a beautiful 
building – a library that has existed since before the beginning of time.

Imagine you are walking up these steps to this ancient temple – this sacred
library of the Akasha, or living conscious universe.

Everything you see is various shades of white

A beautiful being comes to greet you. This is your Sacred Guide to the Hall 
of Records.

The Sacred Guide beckons you to follow them to a large chamber. The walls
are covered in books and scrolls. There is one book that calls to you.
Go up to the altar that appears in the center of the room. It will be waiting 
for you there.

T
W

O
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Have a look around before you approach the altar. What do you see?

Your Hall of Records Sacred Guide now comes to you and asks you to hear
this prayer and say it with them. Only then will you be allowed to open your
Personal Akashic Records.

“Let the Light lead me forward, let only the highest good spring forth from my desire to 
open my book in the Hall of Records. Let there be peace and beauty and only goodness, 
and protection from all that only serves the small self. Let my action now lead to miracles. 
Thy will be done through me for the highest good. With the Light as my guide and Spirit 
as my partner I now open this book that belongs to “ X” with their permission and trust.”

Step up to the altar and your book will open.
Ask “ What story in this book do I need to read now on behalf of “X” ?”

Let the book do what it wants, notice if there are symbols, numbers, or
glyphs, animals or actual words. Write them down in the order you  
notice them.

Describe your experience, what the Personal Akashic Records that belongs 
to “X” looks like, if you see anything within its pages that feels significant.
Take all the symbols and find their meaning.

Choose one Oracle card from each of your Council to add to what you saw.
Share it with “X” and enjoy the conversation!

T
W

O
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Topic 3:
INTENTIONAL SYNCHRONICITY 
(OR, HOW TO BECOME A “CONSTANT WELL-AIMED TUNING 
FORK FOR YOUR HIGHEST GOOD AND  

CO-CREATION INTENTIONS”) 

(Video Four)
This is an interesting topic because it relies on clarity of intention, complete
detachment and faith to work.
Choose an obvious sign you wish to see in the outer world.

Put the sign to the test by asking these 11 questions:

 Does it exist in the world?

 Have I seen it before? ( doesn’t matter yes or no)

 What would it mean to me if I see it again now that I have intended it?

 Is there a Force Greater than me?

 Do I trust it?

 If the sign were in front of me can I describe it in detail?

 If so in as much detail as possible what would it feel like, taste like,
 look like, how would it move etc. or any other descriptor that might
 help you detail it as closely as possible.

 Is my intention valid?

 What thought would prevent it?

 Can I send it out now?

 Can I expect it without attachment?

This really works if you’re willing to give it a try. You need to own it, then
release it then go about your week without attachment but expecting that the
Great Force will 1000% show you something exact or close to it.
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Have FUN with this.

Examples:
I had a client of mine do this and he was amazed. He chose an upside down
flag as his intentional synchronicity sign. He is a smart brilliant and slightly 
skeptical man. Yet he did what I suggested as an experiment. He was so
shocked that he counted 12 upside down flags in 3 days.
While he was on the phone with me during a coaching session he was sitting
in his car on an island when a flag flew off a pole and landed on his wind-
shield upside down!

To make the point, he did ask for his sign to be obvious.

I personally prefer obvious billboard can’t miss it quality signs because why
make it difficult? You will 1000% get exactly what you expect.

How could you do this same exercise with a specific part of your life, like
your business, or something else that you connect with and engage  
every day?

Example, do you have a clear idea on your perfect client? ( you don’t have to
answer this now as we will be doing deeper work around this subject in the 
coming Integration phase of this course.

Asking for an Intentional Synchronicity Sign about making a choice:-
Recently I decided I would call up my producing partner from my first CD
of music (Magdalene’s Garden/ Universal Music) to see if he wanted to get
together to create some new music since it’s a hobby I still want to pursue.
I decided to ask the universe for a sign relating to music to show me if this
was the correct choice. If the sign came within the week that was favorable it
would make sense, if nothing came, then the universe had other plans. The
next day out of the blue one of the most famous music producers in the world
(no I won’t say who) had called to book a session for a family member. I am
going to write more music.

Enjoy this process. If you do it, you can never say the universe is unresponsive. 
It’s all about owning your part in the conversation, asking for something
clearly, and expecting the universe will do its part.
Intentional Synchronicity is amazing, and why not?
The whole world is an oracle too!
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Meditations
MEDITATION THREE – 
RECORDING YOUR FUTURE AKASHIC RECORDS

SCRIPT:

Close your eyes sitting in a chair with both feet on the ground shoulder
length apart.

Breathe deeply and relax

Imagine you are at the top of a crystal mountain so high in the sky that you
are surrounded by the velvet black of the night illuminated by a bright 
moon, and there are thousands of stars sparkling like tiny diamonds 
everywhere you look

A gleaming white staircase appears and far at the top is a beautiful 
building – a library that has existed since before the beginning of time.

Imagine you are walking up these steps to this ancient temple – this sacred
library of the Akasha, or living conscious universe.

Everything you see is in various shades of white, cream, and grey sparkling
with an mystical otherworldliness

A beautiful being comes to greet you. This is your Sacred Guide to the Hall 
of Records.

Your Guide beckons you to follow them to a large chamber. The walls are
covered in books and scrolls. There is one book that calls to you.
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Go up to the altar that appears in the center of the room.

It will be waiting for you there.

Have a look around before you approach the altar. What do you see?

Your Hall of Records Sacred Guide now comes to you and asks you to hear
this prayer and say it with them. Only then will you be allowed to open your
Personal Akashic Records.

“Let the Light lead me forward, let only the highest good spring forth from my desire to 
open my book in the Hall of Records. Let there be peace and beauty and only goodness, 
and protection from all that only serves the small self. Let my action now lead to miracles. 
Thy will be done through me for the highest good. With the Light as my guide and 
Spirit as my partner I now open this book that belongs to my future self, and with their 
permission and trust I am here to co-create anew and record a new life into this book.”

Step up to the altar and your book will open.

Let the book do what it wants, notice if there are symbols, numbers, or
glyphs, animals or actual words. Write them down in the order you  
notice them.

Now move to the part of the book that shimmers in a diaphanous way, you
can see through the pages as writing moves along not quite remaining, 
always changing.

T
H
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E

E
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Perhaps there are dreams and events you’ve already set in motion by your
past self. What if you could erase them?

Imagine taking a pen and recording an important life experience you intend
to have. Do this without attachment to the details of the form, but focused 
on the essence of the experience and adding it in ink into the pages of  
the book.

Describe your experience, what the Personal Akashic Records of your future
self feels like, if you see anything within its pages that feels significant. As 
you write your future did any symbols appear?

Take all the symbols and find their meaning.

Choose one card from each of your Council to show you what you need to do
to have this experience.

Write about it.

Make it yours. Own it as if it were true now.

T
H
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Topic 4:
RITUALS AND TALISMANS
Over the next few months you will be given specific monthly guidelines to
work with the content of this course.
Every time you approach an oracle it should be done in a sacred way.

Rituals signal the universe that you are placing what you are doing, your
intention and your energy into a container that is special, different from the
every day way you move through life.

When you place you attention on something, and add a prayer and an action
step that begins and closes the experience you want to make special, you
align your intention for the event and it aligns with a higher and more laser
focused frequency.

Talismans are objects that are sacred and mean something intimate to the
person who owns it.

A talisman may be a single stone, a crystal, or a feather, or a combination of
meaningful elements. It can be a piece of art or jewelry made specifically to
represent the energy you intend.
 
The point of having one is to be reminded symbolically of the energy of your
intention allowing it to act as a trigger for staying on track, and an instant
connection to the spirit of the intention.

For the integration phase of Shared Wisdom, you will create your own sacred
ritual and prayer around working with your Council.

Then to accompany it, you will make a talisman that represents the energy
of the ritual that you can use in the ritual, wear as sacred jewelry or place
somewhere to remind you of your intention (specific, or to represent your
unique authentic inspired life)
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Topic 5:
LUNAR CYCLES
There are two times in a month when your co-creative powers are strongest –
that of the new moon and the full moon.

New Moon
ON the new moon you are essentially staring into something empty, a void
waiting to be filled with life force energy, or a blank page in a book.

This is the time to share your dreams and whisper them into the uncharted
seas of life where essence has not yet taken form. It’s when the sky is most
empty and when we’re being invited to offer up our vision and our intention.

A new moon is when you are able to make a new commitment to manifest
something specific in your life, create something new, begin new projects,
and work with the astrological energy of that specific moon to focus on the
corresponding area of your life.

There are a myriad of ways to use a lunar cycle to continue to solidify your
Unique Authentic Inspired Life!

Working with your oracle cards are a great way to solidify your intention
and get good guidance on your next right actions, to remain aligned with the
highest good.
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New Moon Spread 
5 CARDS

 Card 1 What do I need to know about the energy of this New Moon?

 Card 2 What in me needs to shift to harness the energy of this New Moon?

 Card 3 What do I need to focus on to maximize the manifesting potential of  
 this New Moon?

 Card 4 What is the nature of temporary outer conditions that can either 
 help of hinder my progress?

 Card 5 How do I stay in alignment with my highest intentions this new  
 moon cycle?

Full Moon
The full moon is when the moon is brightest in the sky and will appear in the
opposite astrology sign than the sun. Example in the month where the sun is
in Leo the new moon will be in Leo but the full moon will be in Aquarius.

So depending on the energy of that sign, you can use it to illuminate
what was in the dark when you began your new moon lunar intentional
manifesting so you can clean things up, course correct if you need to, or get
greater clarity on what next right action you need to take.
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Some people are highly sensitive to lunar cycles and can go a bit nutty on the
full moon because the energies are the most intense. Empaths in particular
have issues with this time of the month so it’s important to triple up on self
care around this time.

It’s also a time that can illuminate old wounds and bring them up for healing.
It’s important to be detached and non judgmental about this.
ON the full moon you will offer up the shadow to be illuminated so you can
keep sweeping the floor and making space for miracles!

Full Moon spread
 Card 1 What hidden energy has been working within me to help or hinder  
 my progress?

 Card 2 What do I need to clean up so I can co-create my intention?

 Card 3 How can I shift my mindset for the highest good?

 Card 4 How can I shine brightest to draw to me all that I need ?

 Card 5 What do I need to focus on until the next new moon to attract 
 my highest good?
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